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Abstract: This paper presents a new implementation method of the Extended-Oxley analytical
model, previously proposed by Lalwani in 2009, for orthogonal cutting of metals with a Johnson–
Cook thermo-elastoplastic flow law. The present work aims to improve the implementation of this
analytical model in order to propose a unified solution that overcomes the main shortcomings of the
original model: the non-uniqueness of the solution, the low accuracy of the obtained solution, and the
relatively long computational time for a purely analytical approach. In the proposed implementation,
the determination of the optimal set of model parameters is based on an optimization method using
the Python LMFIT library with which we have developed a dual Levenberg–Marquardt optimization
algorithm. In this paper, the performance and efficiency of the developed model are presented by
comparing our results for a 1045 steel with the simulation results obtained in the original paper
proposed by Lalwani. The comparison shows a considerable gain in terms of computational speed
(more than 2000 times faster than the original model), uniqueness of the obtained solution, and
accuracy of the obtained numerical solution (almost zero force imbalance).

Keywords: machining; Extended-Oxley’s model; orthogonal cutting; Python; optimization algorithm

1. Introduction

Material removal machining is still one of the most popular manufacturing processes
used for the production of mechanical parts in industry today. Depending on the cutting
conditions used, and the materials used, the cutting forces and temperatures generated
can sometimes be excessive during the chip formation process. These cutting conditions
then determine the power requirements of the machine tool and the support load and
cause deformations of the workpiece, cutting tools, fixtures, and even the machine tool
structure during machining. Understanding what happens during the metal removal
process is necessary for the study of the mechanics of machining as well as for tool design
and machine tool construction. Several approaches, analytical models, and numerical
models are possible, and their choice depends on the needs [1]. Thus, the modeling and
simulation of metal machining is an effective means of fine analysis of the cut, but the
complexity of the phenomena involved in machining and the lack of knowledge of local
mechanisms related to large deformations and high strain rates makes it very difficult to
develop these numerical models and costly to use them in terms of time and computing
resources. Another way is to globally analyze the cutting process on the basis of an
analytical approach; this is much less expensive in terms of numerical resources, but it
gives a global result only in terms of cutting forces and temperatures (the local fields given
by the numerical simulations are not accessible here).

The present study concerns an innovative implementation of the Extended-Oxley
analytical model for metal cutting in Python, using the LMFIT library proposed by Newville
et al. [2], to solve the nonlinear equations of the Oxley model and determine the optimal set
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of internal variables C0, δ, φ (defined later) of the Oxley analytical model. Compared to the
original models, the approach proposed in this paper allows us to much more efficiently
find the solution of the nonlinear system of equations of the Oxley model by allowing a
significant gain on the computation time and much higher precision at the level of the
equilibrium condition of the efforts of the analytical model.

The structure of this paper consists of a brief synthesis of the orthogonal section and a
presentation of the basic equations of the Oxley model (we refer the reader to the numerous
publications in the literature for more details concerning the definition of this analytical
model). We then present the basics of the Extended-Oxley analytical model proposed
by Lalwani [3], then our approach to its numerical implementation in Python with the
help of the LMFIT library. A comparison of the results obtained by this approach with
those of the literature is then presented in order to validate our resolution method and to
evaluate its relative performance. We were able to show a very significant reduction of the
computation time, to the order of 2000 times, a very strong improvement of the accuracy
of the solution, the uniqueness of the solution, and its independence with respect to the
initial conditions. Finally, some global applications of our analytical model are presented
to conclude this article.

1.1. Oxley’s Model of Orthogonal Metal Cutting

Since the middle of the twentieth century, many researchers have formulated and
improved analytical models of metal cutting using the orthogonal cutting configuration
shown in Figure 1, for which the direction of the cutting edge is perpendicular to the plane
formed by the cutting velocity (related to the rotation of the workpiece) and the tool feed in
a turning configuration.

Figure 1. Orthogonal metal cutting configuration.

Merchant [4] developed a planar shear model early on, in the context of orthogonal cut
turning, with the assumption that the φ shear angle can be determined from minimizing the
total power generated by the cutting process. A few years later, Lee and Shaffer proposed a
model based on slip line field theory and validated it against experimental results. These
early mechanical models of plane shear and slip line did not take into account strain rate
effects on the stress values in the machined material. In 1963, Oxley et al. [5] then proposed
a slip line model with two distinct shear zones: the primary shear zone (I) in which the
material undergoes an abrupt change in flow direction and the secondary shear zone (I I) in
which friction with the cutting face of the tool generates thermomechanical shear conditions
under severe conditions, taking into account the thermomechanical aspect of machining.
This model results from the combination of a mechanical part derived from the previous
approaches and a thermal part based on the work proposed by Boothroyd [6]. This model
takes into account the thermal properties (specific heat Cp and thermal conductivity K
of the material to be machined and of the tool) and the effect of stresses, strains, and
temperature in the primary shear zone and the tool–chip contact zone. Oxley improved
his model over time [5,7], and in 1989 [8], proposed a predictive theory of machining,
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known as Oxley’s machining theory. This theory predicts, as a function of the cutting
conditions (the input parameters of his model, such as speeds, angles, etc.), the cutting
forces, the average temperatures, and the stresses and strains in the shear zone and along
the tool–chip interface. In his thermomechanical model, and in order to model the flow
stress of the material, Oxley uses a power law flow law defined by:

σy = σ1εpn
, (1)

where σy and εp are the flow stress and plastic strain, respectively, and the values of σ1 and
n depend on a velocity-modified temperature concept introduced by MacGregor et al. [9].

1.2. The Johnson–Cook Constitutive Flow Law

In order to expand the range of materials that can be used with the Oxley analytical
model, Lalwani [3] introduced the Johnson–Cook material flow law [10] into the Oxley
analytical model in 2009. This flow law, originally developed to characterize the response
of materials subjected to impact loading from explosives, is probably the most widely used
for the simulation of high strain rate deformation processes, taking into account the effects
of plastic strain, plastic strain rate, and temperature. The following equation gives the
general formulation of the yield strength of the material σy(εp, .

εp, T) defined by:

σy =
(

A + Bεpn
)[

1 + C ln
( .

εp
.
ε0

)][
1−

(
T − Tw

Tm − Tw

)m]
, (2)

where .
ε0 is the reference strain rate, Tw and Tm are the initial and the melting temperatures

of the material, respectively, and A, B, C, n, and m are the five constitutive flow law
parameters. As many efforts have been made in the past to identify the constitutive flow
law parameters for many materials, a substantial range of material properties are available
in the literature. Conforming to Equation (2), the yield hardening parameter σh, defined as
the derivative of the yield stress σy with respect to the plastic strain εp, is given by:

σh =
dσy

dεp = σy nBεpn−1

A + Bεpn . (3)

2. The Extended-Oxley’s Model of Orthogonal Metal Cutting

During recent decades, several authors have contributed to the improvement of
the cutting model proposed by Oxley in 1989 [8], mainly with the aim of extending its
applicability to other materials than those initially used. Thus, Kristyanto [11] extended
the range of suitable materials of Oxley’s model to aluminum alloys. Zorev [12] proposed
a new model of friction at the tool–workpiece interface that better takes into account the
mechanics of contact and the presence of a slippery zone and a sticky zone near the tool tip.
Ozel [13], with his PhD thesis, improved the previously proposed models, including the
flow stress determination methodology developed by Kumar et al. [14] using the Zorev
friction model at the tool–workpiece interface. In order to extend the range of materials
for which these analytical cutting models are applicable, and because the parameters of
the flow law originally used by Oxley are not available in the literature for a wide range
of materials, e.g., for low carbon steel (AISI 1045), Shatla et al. [15], Adibi et al. [16,17],
Karpat et al. [18,19], Ozel et al. [20], and Lalwani [3] have replaced the original power form
constitutive law, defined by the Equation (1) of the Oxley model, with the Johnson–Cook
constitutive law, defined by the Equation (2). Huang et al. [21] subsequently proposed a
moving heat source method to model the primary and secondary shear zones and a Johnson–
Cook flow law to extend the Oxley model and predict the cutting forces on CBN (Cubic
Boron Nitride) tools in hard turning. Chen et al. [22], in contrast, hand used a distributed
rectangular heat source near the cutting edge instead of a planar heat source to introduce
the temperature generated at the tool–chip interface and also used Johnson–Cook’s flow
law to predict the cutting forces for 1045 steel, Al6086-T6, and Ti6Al4V.
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In the majority of the papers presenting extensions of Oxley’s original model, the au-
thors have regularly pointed out some shortcomings in Oxley’s original algorithm [5,7,8].
Depending on the implementations and the proposed approaches, they have sometimes
found more than one convergent solution when implementing the algorithm or encoun-
tered the presence of endless loops or no solution in the recommended search ranges. Some
authors have also shown that the prediction accuracy is quite low, and the efficiency of
the implemented solution method is very low. Recently, Xiong et al. [23] proposed an
original method to replace the three for loops nested in each other, using a combination of
constrained optimization function, the genetic algorithm GA, the Patternsearch function,
and the multivariate constraints as well as the fmincon optimization algorithm provided
by Matlab 2010b to solve this problem. This approach, if it allows for obtaining faster and
more accurate results, nevertheless poses the problem of being relatively complex and
difficult to implement. The solving methodology proposed in our work is similar to the
one proposed by Xiong et al. [23] but differs radically in the numerical means used to solve
the system of nonlinear equations. As presented in Section 3, it is relatively simple, close to
Oxley’s original algorithm, and can be extended to all the derived forms of Oxley’s original
model proposed in the literature insofar as it is external to the equation blocks.

2.1. Brief Recall of the Extended-Oxley’s Model

During the cutting process, as illustrated earlier in Figure 1, and conforming to the
mass conservation principle, the produced mass of chip by the unit of time mchip is given by:

mchip = ρVt1w, (4)

where ρ is the mass density of the machined specimen, V is the cutting speed, t1 is the
depth of cut (related to the advancing speed), and w is the thickness of the workpiece (the
width of cut). A two-dimensional illustration of the plastic deformation process involved
in an orthogonal machining operation is illustrated in Figure 2, where the main notations
related to the proposed analytical cutting model, based on the extension of the Oxley’s
theory, are reported.

Figure 2. Chip formation conforming to Oxley’s model.

Oxley’s original analytical model, as well as all the derived models, are based on the
need to identify the three internal parameters C0, δ, and φ, defining, respectively, the ratio
of lAB to the thickness of the primary shear zone (for C0), the ratio of the secondary shear
zone thickness to the chip thickness t2 (for δ), and the shear angle (for φ). Only a precise
determination of the values of these three internal parameters allows for obtaining all the
results of the model. In the original approach, this triplet of values ensures that the forces
in the two shear zones are balanced and that the cutting forces are minimized.

Conforming to Oxley’s analytical model and according to Boothroyd et al. [24], the flow
stress is one of the most important equations for both analytical and finite element models.
Using the von Mises criterion, and conforming to notations defined in Figure 2, the equiva-
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lent shear flow stress kAB in the primary shear zone, along the AB line, can be expressed
from the Johnson–Cook flow law given in Equation (2), by the following relationship:

kAB =
1√
3

σy(ε
p
AB, .

ε
p
AB, TAB), (5)

where ε
p
AB, .

ε
p
AB, and TAB are the equivalent plastic strain, plastic strain rate, and the

average temperature along the AB line, respectively. According to Oxley [8], ε
p
AB and .

ε
p
AB

are considered to be constant, and σNmax , i.e., the maximal value of the normal stress σN at
point B (the tool-tip), is given by the following equation:

σNmax = kAB

(
1 +

π

2
− 2α− 2C0neq

)
. (6)

where α is the tool rake angle as illustrated in Figure 2, and neq is the equivalent strain
hardening coefficient defined from the constitutive flow law.

Lalwani [3] extended the original Oxley’s model by introducing a modified form of
the equation, giving the angle θ, as illustrated in Figure 2, between the resultant of the
forces

−→
R and the primary shear plane [AB] with the following expression:

tan θ = 1 + 2
(π

4
− φ

)
− C0neq, (7)

where, according to the author, the neq term is defined using the following expression:

neq =

(
dσ

y
AB

dε
p
AB

)(
ε

p
AB

σ
y
AB

)
, (8)

so that, conforming to the use of the Johnson–Cook flow law given by Equation (2) and its
derivative given by Equation (3), the parameter neq is finally given by:

neq =
nBε

pn

AB

A + Bε
pn

AB

. (9)

Conforming to Oxley’s theory, the cutting FC and advancing FT forces are, respectively,
given by:

FC = R cos(θ − φ) , FT = R sin(θ − φ). (10)

By assuming a uniform normal stress at the tool–chip interface, the normal σN and
tangential τint stresses along the interface are given by:

σN =
R cos(θ + α− φ)

hw
, τint =

R sin(θ − φ)

hw
. (11)

where h is the tool–chip contact length as illustrated in Figure 2. Now comes the most
important part of Oxley’s theory. The equilibrium of the internal stresses imposes the
following first condition to be ensured, along the primary shear zone, between σN defined
by Equation (11) and σNmax defined by Equation (6):

σN = σNmax . (12)

In the secondary shear zone, one can compute the flow stress at the tool–chip interface
kchip from Equation (2) using:

kchip =
1√
3

σy(ε
p
int,

.
ε

p
int, Tint). (13)
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Equilibrium in the secondary shear zone imposes the following second condition to
be ensured between τint defined by Equation (11) and kchip defined by Equation (13):

τint = kchip. (14)

Many more details about these equations and their implementation using the Python
language can be found in Dawoua Kaoutoing’s PhD thesis report [25].

2.2. Equilibrium and Nonlinear System to Solve

According to Oxley’s theory, one must satisfy the two equilibrium equations given
by Equations (12) and (14) and minimize the cutting force FC defined by Equation (10).
As introduced in the beginning of Section 2.1, in all the previously defined equations,
from (6) to (11), there still exist three unknown parameters φ, C0, and δ to be determined.
The final system of nonlinear equations to solve is:





σN(φ, C0, δ) = σNmax (φ, C0, δ)
τint(φ, C0, δ) = kchip(φ, C0, δ)
FC = min FC(φ, C0, δ)

. (15)

The approach used by Oxley et al. [5,7,8], Lalwani [3], and many other authors for the
solution of this system of nonlinear equations consists of determining the set of internal
parameters φ, C0 and δ by introducing a trial and test algorithm based on a triple loop
computation, as presented briefly in Figure 3.

As proposed by Oxley, the three parameters are supposed to vary in defined intervals:
φ ∈ [5, 45], C0 ∈ [2, 10], and δ ∈ [0.005, 0.2]. Oxley thus proposed to set up a resolution
algorithm based on three loops nested one in the other (φ in C0 and C0 in δ) and to select at
each complete iteration the corresponding parameter so that one of the three conditions
defined by (15) is satisfied. Thus, φ is selected in order to satisfy Equation (14), C0 in order
to satisfy Equation (12), and δ in order to minimize FC defined by Equation (10). We then
easily point out the following main drawbacks of the proposed approach:

• Because of the range of each of the parameters used and the increment associated with
each of them, this leads to 40 values for δ, 81 values for C0, and 401 values for φ, so that,
in order to find the solution, one has to perform a total of 40× 81× 401 = 1,299,240
calculations of τint and kchip and 81 × 401 = 32,481 calculations of σN and σNmax ,
in order to retain at the end only one exploitable result among all these calculations.
This approach is far from being an efficient method.

• In contrast, and because of the range of variation of the three parameters, the values
selected for the increments of the three parameters are rather coarse, so that the
solution is not accurate.

• The algorithm tries to minimize the difference between τint(φ, C0, δ) and kchip(φ, C0, δ)
at first, then between σN(φ, C0, δ) and σNmax (φ, C0, δ), and finally minimizes FC(φ, C0, δ)
independently, so that the solution may not be unique, or optimal, at the end, as re-
ported, for example, by Xiong et al. [23].
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Start

Get initial cutting parameters
V , α , w, t1

δ = [0.005, 0.2] (inc 0.005)

C0 = [2, 10] (inc 0.1)

φ = [5, 45] (inc 0.1)

Compute τint , kchip

φ ≤ 45Yes

select φ for min |τint − kchip|

Compute σN , σNmax

C0 ≤ 10
Yes

select C0 for min |σN −σNmax |

δ ≤ 0.2
Yes

select δ for minFC

End

Figure 3. The simplified flowchart implementation for the computation of φ, C0, δ conforming to the
one proposed by Oxley [8].

3. Implementation of the Extended-Oxley’s Model Using Python

In order to solve the system of nonlinear equations shown in Equation (15), we
propose here a more efficient approach based on an optimization method implemented in
Python language [26]. We have chosen the LMFIT library [2] for the core of the optimization
algorithm because it proposes an efficient and easy-to-use implementation of the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm [27,28].

3.1. Implementation of the Model Using Python

All of the equations presented above defining the Extended-Oxley model were pro-
grammed using the Python language, an extended interpreted language with an expressive
syntax that some have compared to executable pseudo-code. All development was done
using native Python functions, with the only need to import the math module for trigono-
metric functions. The Python module matplotlib was also used to automatically produce
all the graphs presented below. The main function of the program computes the four
quantities σN , σNmax , τint, and kchip from the three internal parameters φ, C0, and δ. It also
computes, at the same time, all the required results, such as cutting and advancing forces
FC and FT , temperatures TAB and Tint, and geometric quantities such as h, lAB, and t2.

The source files are available on github under a GPL 3.0 license, and the version
corresponding to the present publication is available on Zenodo [29].
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3.2. Solving Algorithm Based on LMFIT

The original part of this work concerns the method used to solve the system of
equations defined by (15). Instead of a system similar to the one originally proposed by
Oxley [5,7,8] and still used many years later by Lalwani [3], we chose to solve this system
using an optimization procedure based on the Python library LMFIT proposed by Newville
et al. [2]. The module LMFIT provides a high-level interface for nonlinear optimization
and curve fitting problems for Python and provides an access point to the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm [27,28] of scipy. It can also support most of the optimization methods
of scipy.optimize. The main advantage over the standard implementation of scipy is the ability
to provide a useful parameter object whose value can vary during fitting, be fixed, or have
upper and/or lower bounds. Our program therefore imports the module LMFIT version
1.0.3, which provides the minimization function used to solve the system of equations
defined by Equation (15).

Figure 4 presents the general flowchart of the proposed algorithm and shows that two
optimization algorithms encapsulated in each other and referred to hereafter as internal
optimization algorithm and global optimization algorithm, respectively, are used to obtain the
solution of the system in (15). The internal optimization algorithm is in charge of solving
the first two equations of the system in (15), corresponding to the Equations (12) and (14),
whereas the global optimization algorithm is in charge of finding the minimum value of the
cutting force, i.e., the last equation of the system in (15). Thus, due to the interlocking of the
two algorithms, the final solution is the one for which the equilibrium condition defined by
Equations (12) and (14) is first satisfied by the proposed objective function ∆F, given by the
following equation:

∆F =

√(
τint − kchip

)2
+ (σN − σNmax )

2, (16)

and then the cutting force FC is minimized in a second step.

Start

Get initial cutting parameters
V , α , w, t1

Initialize the parameters
δ = δM+δm

2 , C0 =
C0M+C0m

2 , φ = φM+φm
2

Compute τint , kchip, σN , σNmax

∆F =
(
τint − kchip

)2
+(σN −σNmax)

2

∆F < ε

FC min

End

L-M optimize
C0, φ

L-M optimize
δ

Yes

No

Yes

No

Figure 4. General flowchart of the proposed Oxley–LMFIT model.
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In the proposed algorithm, two optimizers objects related to the LMFIT’s minimize
function are instantiated at the beginning of the program:

• The first one seeks the optimal value of the parameter δ (C0 and φ are fixed during
this optimization step) by minimizing the value of the cutting force FC defined by
Equation (10).

• The second one seeks the optimal value of the parameters C0 and φ (δ is fixed during
this optimization step) by minimizing the value of the equilibrium error ∆F defined
by Equation (16). The stop criterion is based on a given precision value ε defined by
the user.

In order to know the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, a variable N counts the
number of times the central block of instructions used to compute (τint, kchip, σN , σNmax ) is
executed. This block of code contains all the CPU intensive computations of our algorithm.
The initialization of the three parameters φ, C0, and δ, at the beginning of the computation,
is done by arbitrary setting the initial value of each of them to the middle value of their
respective intervals. Of course, the independence of the final results with the initial values
of the those three parameters was checked, as reported hereafter.

3.3. Validation of the Proposed Algorithm

In order to check how the proposed implementation works, and conforming to the
results proposed by Lalwani [3], we present here an example of application concerning
the orthogonal cutting of an AISI 1045 steel. Material properties of the AISI 1045 steel are
reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Material properties of the AISI 1045 steel [30].

A (MPa) B (MPa) C n m
553.1 600.8 0.0134 0.234 1

.
ε0 (s−1) Tw (°C) Tm (°C) ρ (kg/m3)

1 25 1460 8000

Thermal conductivity K and heat capacity Cp are dependent of the temperature T
through the following equations, respectively:

K(T) = 52.61− 0.0281T , Cp(T) = 420 + 0.504T. (17)

The selected cutting conditions for this preliminary test are the following: cutting
speed V = 200 m/min, depth of cut t1 = 0.15 mm, tool rake angle α = −7°, and width of
cut w = 1.6 mm. All benchmarks tests were solved using Python 3.9.13 on a Dell Precision
XPS13 7930 computer running Ubuntu 20.04 64bits with 16 GB of RAM and one four-core
i7-10510U 1.8 GHz Intel Processor. Only one single thread is used for all the simulations;
no parallelization of the software has been used for those simulations.

The results of the proposed simulations, in agreement with those proposed by Lal-
wani [3], are reported in Table 2. The total number of computations of the central block in
our algorithm needed to find the final solution is N = 274. The proposed new algorithm
reduces the number of iterations needed to converge to the solution by more than 4700.
Concerning the computation time, the algorithm proposed here allows for obtaining the
solution in approximately 35 ms, whereas on the same hardware architecture, the one
proposed by Lalwani requires 1 min 16 s for the same computation: that is to say an
approximate gain of 2150 times faster.
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Table 2. Results for orthogonal machining of AISI 1045 at V = 200 m/min, t1 = 0.15 mm, α = −7°,
and w = 1.6 mm.

C0 φ (°) δ ∆F (Pa)

LMFIT 5.762 18.94 0.036 4.0× 10−7

Lalwani 5.800 18.90 0.040 4.8× 106

gap 1.2× 1013

FC (N) FT (N) t2 (mm) h (mm)

LMFIT 574.9 351.7 0.42 0.47
Lalwani 575.5 351.7 0.42 0.47

gap 1.0× 10−3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ε
p
AB ε

p
int TAB (°C) Tint (°C)

LMFIT 0.98 11.03 356.1 954.7
Lalwani 0.98 10.07 356.5 945.2

gap 0.0 8.7× 10−2 1.1× 10−3 9.9× 10−3

As reported in Table 2, the values of the three internal parameters obtained by the
optimization algorithm and the one obtained by the approach used by Lalwani are close,
but the number of decimal places is higher in our case, which leads to a finer selection of
the optimal solution, explaining the differences found in the results. The total error ∆F for
the equilibrium part of system (15) given by Equation (16) is less than 10−6 Pa. Compared
to the results obtained by Lalwani, we note a very large increase in the accuracy of our
algorithm. This difference is related to the fact that the three internal variables, due to
the presence of loops with fixed increments in the original algorithm, can only vary with
a step of 0.1 for φ, 0.1 for C0, and 0.005 for δ. The optimal solution obtained is still far
from the optimum with the original algorithm, as shown by the results reported in Table 2.
The cutting and feed forces, as well as the geometry, are close. The results at the primary
shear band concerning the deformations ε

p
AB and temperatures TAB are also very close.

However, we note an increase in the plastic deformation ε
p
int and temperature Tint in the

case of the approach proposed here, linked in particular to the higher accuracy due to the
use of the optimization algorithm. The results remain close, as we only found a gap of the
order of 10−2 concerning the evaluation of the temperature Tint in the second shear zone.

3.4. The Uniqueness of the Proposed Algorithm

According to Xiong et al. [23], the main drawback of Oxley’s original algorithm and its
different variants, such as the one proposed by Lalwani [3], is that the convergent solution
is not unique, mainly due to the large errors that can arise from the low precision of the
original algorithm (the step length chosen for the parameters is quite coarse, as noted
before). A possible alternative is to first search for the minimum point, then to restart a
localized search by reducing the domain of variation of the parameters around the last
solution and by reducing the search step. The first drawback is that this increases the time
needed to find an optimal solution, as it requires several computational steps by reducing
the range of variation of the internal parameters at each iteration. The second drawback
is to risk finding a local minimum during the first search and then to iterate on this local
minimum while remaining unable to converge towards a global minimum.

In order to check if the algorithm proposed here is independent of the starting values,
thus not influenced by a possible local minimum in the solution, a total of 15,625 calculations
was carried out by varying the starting value of each of the three parameters according
to 25 equidistant values in their respective domain of variation. The analysis of these
simulations allows knowing whether the final solution obtained is independent of the
starting point during the minimization process. The total computational time for these
15,625 simulations is t = 9 min 17 s, so that the average computational time for a simulation
is approximately t = 35 ms. As shown in Table 3 concerning the estimation of the internal
parameters, the cutting and advancing forces, and the tool–chip interface temperature,
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all starting points converge on the same result, i.e., the solution is independent of the
initial conditions of the calculation. The only notable difference, very small, concerns the
evaluation of the parameter δ and the temperature of the tool–chip interface Tint. The error
∆ is computed using the following formula:

∆ =
[ ]max − [ ]min

[ ]mean
, (18)

where [ ]max, [ ]min, and [ ]mean represent the maximum, minimum, and mean values of the
corresponding term over the 15,625 calculations performed for this analysis. Depending
on the starting point, the number of loops of the internal optimization algorithm (C0 and
φ) to find the final solution vary in the range nint ∈ [194, 350], with an average value of
nint = 240.6 and a standard deviation of σ = 21.9, as shown in Figure 5, where the values of
the same ten have been grouped together to create the histogram. The number of loops of
the global optimization algorithm (δ) vary within the range next ∈ [18, 26], with an average
value of next = 21.1 and a standard deviation of σ = 2.1.

Table 3. Model results for the 15,625 computations.

Parameter min max ∆

C0 5.7624545 5.7624545 1.560× 10−9

δ × 10−2 3.5769311 3.5785141 4.425× 10−4

φ 18.9445809 18.9445810 5.037× 10−9

FC 574.9283522 574.9283544 3.946× 10−9

FT 351.7365247 351.7365280 9.439× 10−9

TAB 356.0740228 356.0740237 2.465× 10−9

Tint 954.6387260 954.6695481 3.229× 10−5

Figure 5. Histogram of the total number of loops to get a solution.

3.5. Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm
3.5.1. Selection of the Internal Parameters

Figure 6 shows some essential results concerning the optimization algorithm.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 6. Cutting forces FC, FT and equilibrium error ∆F evolution vs. strain rate constant C0 (a), vs.
shear angle φ (b), and vs. plastic zone thickness δ (c).

Figure 6a shows the variation of the cutting force FC, the advancing force FT , and
the equilibrium error ∆F vs. C0. The internal parameter C0 has been removed from the
optimization procedure and forced to vary within a predefined interval to draw these
curves; therefore, only the two remaining internal parameters φ and δ are allowed to
be optimized thanks to the LMFIT optimizer. By varying the value of C0 within the
range [2, 10], we obtained the curves reported in Figure 6a. This graph clearly shows
that Equations (12) and (14) cannot be satisfied together as only one parameter (the shear
angle φ) is allowed to vary within the internal optimization procedure; therefore, the equi-
librium error ∆F varies a good deal with the variation of C0: it decreases linearly within
the range C0 ∈ [2, 5.762] and increases linearly within the range C0 ∈ [5.762, 10]. At the
same time, FC and FT vary smoothly while increasing within the range C0 ∈ [2, 9.5] and
decreases a little after. From this figure, the process for the selection of the solution is clearly
illustrated, as we first satisfy the equilibrium defined by Equations (12) and (14) through
the satisfaction of the convergence criterion defined by Equation (16). When this one is
satisfied, we then select the solution where FC is minimal. If one had tried to satisfy the
condition for FC being minimal before the equilibrium, the procedure would have selected
a lower value for C0, perhaps the value C0 = 2 (on the left boundary), where obviously the
cutting force FC has a minimum of one.

Figure 6b shows the variation of the cutting force FC, the advancing force FT , and the
equilibrium error ∆F vs. the strain shear angle φ. On this graph, it can be seen that the
cutting forces decreases with the increase in the shear angle φ, and again the error ∆F varies
a good deal with the value of φ, with a minimum value, close to zero, at φ = 18.945°.

Figure 6c shows quite a different result. It shows the evolution of the same three
results vs. the plastic zone thickness δ. For this case, the equilibrium is always satisfied,
as the two parameters C0 and φ are involved in the equilibrium, and only the δ parameter
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involved in the process of selecting the minimum cutting force is fixed during this analysis.
Therefore, the process of selecting the value for δ that minimizes the force is more or less
switched off. Figure 6c shows that the value of the error ∆F varies when δ varies within the
range δ ∈ [0.005, 0.2] but always remains less than 10−6 Pa. The process of selecting the
final value δ = 0.036, which minimizes the cutting force, is clearly illustrated in Figure 6c,
as the cutting and advancing forces vary smoothly with the variation of the plastic zone
thickness, with a minimum value δ = 0.036.

In the end, it is now clear that the full process has selected the set of parameters
φ, C0, δ so that the equilibrium defined by Equations (12) and (14) is satisfied and the
minimal cutting force defined by Equation (10) is obtained. The solution is close to the
one obtained by Lalwani [3], but, as there are not any fixed increments for the parameters,
the equilibrium error is almost zero in our approach.

3.5.2. Some Results of the Proposed Algorithm

The proposed algorithm having been validated in the previous section, we now
propose to use it to compute results according to any cutting conditions. In order to
illustrate this aspect, we have chosen to use the previously used cutting conditions and
to study the influence of the cutting speed V and the depth of cut t1 on the numerical
results obtained in terms of forces and temperatures. Thus, we selected six different cutting
depths t1 in the range [0.15, 0.5] mm and a cutting speed V varying from 100 m/min to
400 m/min. Figure 7a shows the variation of interface temperature Tint as a function of
cutting speed V for the six values of cutting depth t1.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7. Interface temperature Tint (a), cutting force FC (b), and advancing force FT (c) evolution vs.
cutting speed V and depth of cut t1.
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As shown in this figure, Tint increases smoothly with increasing cutting speed V until
it reaches the melting temperature Tm and also increases with increasing cutting depth
t1. Therefore, it is not possible, for example, to obtain a solution for the depth of cut
t1 ≥ 0.25 mm over the entire range of cutting speed [10, 400] m/min but only over a
reduced range (e.g., only over V ∈ [100, 175] m/min for t1 = 0.5 m/min). Figure 7b,c
show the variation of cutting force FC and advancing force FT as a function of cutting
speed V and cutting depth t1. As shown in these two figures, both forces decrease with
increasing cutting speed V, mainly due to the softening of the material because of the high
dependence of the temperature generated during cutting on the cutting speed, as shown in
Figure 7a.

4. Conclusions

A new algorithm for solving the Extended-Oxley analytical model for orthogonal cut-
ting of metals and its implementation using the LMFIT library in Python were proposed [29].
Compared to the original implementation proposed by Lalwani [3], the performance in
terms of computational speed and improvement of computational accuracy is considerable
(a gain in computational time having a factor of approximately x1900 and almost zero error
regarding the imbalance of internal forces). The predicted values of the cutting force FC,
the advancing force FT , and the temperatures TAB, Tint are computed with a total error of
the equilibrium part of the system of less than 10−6 Pa for our approach, whereas the same
error is approximately 20 MPa for the original algorithm. The uniqueness of the solution
when using this new solving algorithm, which addresses one of the major drawbacks of
the original approach as noted in the literature, has been demonstrated and validated in
this paper. The proposed approach, based on two Levenberg–Marquardt optimization
algorithms for solving the system of nonlinear equations of Oxley’s analytical cutting
model, has been shown to be effective, accurate, and efficient in terms of computational
time during validation tests. The speed of this new algorithm, as well as the improvement
of the accuracy and stability of the solution, allows us to consider its use in a real-time
machining monitoring system. We can thus consider the integration of this model in a
supervision device that controls in real-time according to the cutting conditions, such that
the machining forces remain in an acceptable range and allows for the detection of a failure
of the cutting tool in real time.
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Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is used in this manuscript:

A J-C initial yield stress mchip Mass of chip per unit of time
B J-C strain related constant n J-C strain hardening parameter
C J-C stress strengthening coefficient neq Equivalent strain hardening exponent
C0 Ratio of lAB to thickness of I w Width of cut
Cp Specific heat I Primary shear zone
FC Cutting force I I Secondary shear zone
FS Shear force along [AB] α Tool rake angle
FT Advancing force δ Thickness ratio
∆F Error on internal forces εp Plastic strain
K Thermal conductivity .

εp Plastic strain rate
T Current temperature .

ε0 Reference strain rate
TAB Temperature on [AB] ε

p
AB Strain on [AB]

Tint Temperature on tool–chip interface .
ε

p
AB Strain rate on [AB]

Tm Melting temperature ε
p
int Strain at tool–chip interface

Tw Workpiece initial temperature .
ε

p
int Strain rate at tool–chip interface

t1 Depth of cut θ Angle between
−→
R and [AB]

t2 Ratio of chip vs. I I thickness λ Friction angle at tool–chip interface
V Cutting speed ρ Mass density
h Tool–chip contact length σy Current yield stress
kAB Flow stress on [AB] σN Normal stress at tool–chip interface
kchip Flow stress on tool–chip interface σNmax Normal stress at point B
lAB Length of the primary shear zone τint Tangential stresses at tool–chip interface
m J-C thermal softening parameter φ Shear angle
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